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Introduction: The intercrater plains are the most areally extensive unit on Mercury and interpreted to be the oldest geological unit on the planet [1–4]. Despite the fact that the intercrater plains have been heavily modified by impacts, they are not as heavily cratered as might be expected—the density of superposed craters with large diameters is substantially lower than that of the lunar highlands (Fig. 1). The relatively low density of craters >20 km in diameter on Mercury was well established for terrain viewed by Mariner 10 [e.g., 5,6] and is now confirmed as a global phenomenon [7–9], in contrast to the expectation that approximately two to three times as many craters in this size range formed on Mercury as on the Moon [9–11]. On the basis of these comparatively low crater densities, it is inferred that Mercury’s oldest surfaces along with a substantial portion of the earliest crater population was resurfaced, and the intercrater plains observed today are the result of that resurfacing. Areas that did not suffer complete resurfacing may represent the oldest crustal materials still exposed, and thus are key to understanding the origin of Mercury’s early crust.

Mercury’s Oldest Surfaces: We examined an area south of the Caloris basin that represents the broadest expanse of terrain with the greatest N(65) values, where N(D) is the number of craters with diameter ≥ D (in km) per million km² (Fig. 1). The N(65) crater density of this area is similar to the values for the lunar highlands (Fig. 1), suggesting that both areas may have reached saturation equilibrium [7,12], despite the fact that the N(20) values are substantially below those of the lunar highlands. Evidence for partial resurfacing is observed in images of the region: patchy deposits of smooth plains fill crater floors and other topographic lows (Fig. 2), and these deposits are likely responsible for the removal of small craters and the low N(20) values. Their sporadic distribution and distance from both Caloris and Rembrandt (3–4 basin radii from the rim) suggests that these smooth plains could be of impact ejecta origin, similar to the smooth plains around the lunar Orientale basin [13]. If this is the case, their color contrast (moderately higher in reflectance, steeper spectral slope) with surrounding terrain indicates they likely contain substantial primary basin ejecta. Alternately, these smooth plains may be volcanic in origin. Areas not affected by smooth plains correspond to a regional expanse of old low-reflectance material (LRM) [14–17], which has been interpreted as rich in graphite on the basis of its spectral reflectance and neutron absorption properties [16,18]. LRM is concentrated in crater ejecta in this region (Fig. 2).

The stratigraphy of the region, i.e., that all material excavated from depth is either comparable to or lower in reflectance than the surrounding terrain, is in contrast to other regions where both low- and high-reflectance materials were excavated from depth (see next section). These observations, combined with the high N(65) crater density, suggest this may be a region where early crust escaped wholesale resurfacing and remains exposed at the surface, albeit in a heavily gardened form. The LRM seen concentrated in crater ejecta may have originally comprised the surface in this area but is now found beneath a mixed regolith with a reflectance that has been modestly raised by mixing.

Fig. 1. The number of craters ≥65 km in diameter per million km², N(65), for Mercury (top) and the Moon (bottom); color scale applies to both panels. Two regions of intercrater plains on Mercury are outlined (ICP1, 2), and the white box indicates a heavily cratered region south of Caloris (C). For the Moon, nearside maria and the Orientale (O) basin are indicated. Crater density derived from Fassett et al. [7] and Head et al. [19].
from impacts of all sizes, but particularly basin-sized events. In addition to the two adjacent Calorian basins, eight basins are found near the margins of this region. Here an approximate analogy may be the lunar highlands, where pure anorthosite (thought to represent the original magma ocean flotation crust) is found beneath a more mafic megaregolith of mixed local material and basin ejecta and is exposed mainly within large craters and basins [e.g., 20]. However, on Mercury, at least in this region, the early crust had low reflectance and may be rich in graphite.

Intercrater Plains Resurfacing: Both impact and volcanic origins have been proposed for the formation of the intercrater plains. Both processes can bury pre-existing impact craters and produce deposits, either by ballistic sedimentation [21] or effusive volcanism [e.g., 22]. It is unlikely that basin ejecta alone produced Mercury’s near-global resurfacing. The large volume of intercrater plains could be explained if Mercury had more impact basins than the Moon [23], but the observed density of basins >300 km diameter is lower on Mercury than the Moon [24], though it is almost certain that there is a population of basins that is no longer recognizable. The higher impact velocities on Mercury lead to a larger volume of melt for a given size impact [e.g., 25] and a more fluid-like behavior for its ejecta, meaning that a larger fraction of the surface is likely affected per basin (although this effect would be mitigated by the more restricted ballistic range of ejecta on Mercury [25]). Still, the large thicknesses and vast areal extent of some intercrater plains units with distinct color properties are inconsistent with an impact origin and suggest that volcanism contributed a substantial fraction of the intercrater plains.

We examined two intercrater plains regions (Fig. 1), and in each we find strong evidence for a volcanic origin of the plains. The first (ICP1) is a region of pre-Tolstojan intercrater plains that is not associated with any identified large basins. The second region (ICP2) is Tolstojan in age, and intercrater plains largely bury two degraded basins, each close to 1500 km in diameter. In both regions, the majority of craters expose high reflectance material with a steep spectral slope, similar to the volcanic smooth plains within the Caloris basin. Some craters >100 km in diameter and smaller craters near the margins of each region expose LRM, and their depths of excavation imply that several kilometers of high-reflectance material overlies LRM. We interpret these intercrater plains as having formed from early episodes (>3.9 Ga) of flood volcanism.

Summary: The geology and stratigraphy of the three regions explored here is consistent with the idea that Mercury’s early crust was enriched in graphite and low in reflectance, comparable to that of LRM [16,18,26]. The thickness of LRM deposits is not well constrained but at least locally is substantially greater [27,28] than the relatively small values predicted for a graphite flotation crust [26]. Thus if it existed, a graphite flotation crust must have been mixed early (as a result of multiple magmatic and impact events, if not during magma ocean solidification), and only remnants of this mixed, brecciated material remain. Volcanic material derived from partial melting of the mantle would be generally higher in reflectance than the early crust, as is observed for the intercrater and smooth plains. As LRM is often exposed from depths of several kilometers [27,28], this scenario implies substantial volcanism subsequent to the development of LRM as widespread crustal material, consistent with earlier inferences on the emplacement history of the crust [14] and the observations of two regions of intercrater plains reported here. Mercury’s modern crust is heterogeneous, and further work to understand the color-stratigraphic relationships of regional units will aid in deciphering the global picture apart from regional effects of impacts and volcanism.